24.09.2021
Great Effort by Team ARTEE -BIKANER (RAJASTHAN )
Yesterday a delegation of ARTEE BIKANER & others under capable leadership of Sh.Mukul
Bhatnagar ,DMC Coordinator -Bikaner met their Local M.P & Honable Minister of State for
Parliament Affairs ,GOI - Sh.Arjun Ram Meghwal ji at his residence cum.oﬃce of Bikaner
(Rajasthan). ARTEE delegation handed over a Memorandum regarding sudden closure of
DD ATT XTRs in mass including BIKANER DD HPT also . Honable Minister responded ARTEE
Delegation very positively & he found the decision of abrupt closure of DD ATT HPTs including
DD HPT-BIKANER by PRASAR BHARTI/MIB unilateral and against the interest of the citizen of
BIKANER also . Honable Minister expressed his displeasure upon the order issued by DG DD/
PB dated 20.09.2021 & he made a call directly to Honable Minister of State in Ministry of I &
B ,Dr.L.Murugan ji and enquired about the issue . He expressed his resentment on such order
issued by PB /MIB without consulting local stakeholders. Sh.Arjun Ram Meghwal ji ,Hon.Minister
of state ,GOI assured the Delegation of ARTEE & Others to raise this issue with Cabinet
Minister of I & B , Sh.Anurag Singh Thakur also by Monday on priority . Delegation supplied the
information to Honable Minister Sh.Arjun Ram Meghwal ji about the possibility of installation
of FM XTR also as alternate option which installation materials have been lying there also since
long time.
Honable Minister took a note on it & assured his all possible help on this issue .
Team ARTEE -BIKANER thanked wholeheartedly to Honable Minister for his very sincere
response & active role as M.P of Bikaner also.
Delegation of ARTEE consists of Sh. Mukul Bhatnagar, R. K. Sahu, Praveen Goyal, Sanjay Gour,
SriKishan, Durga Ram, Jagdish ji .
Sh.Anil James, AE & HOO has represented his association also in this effort .
It Shows the great believe & implication of ARTEE to move forward collectively in the crisis & we
welcome such moves more from all corners of the units also.
ARTEE CENTRAL OFFICE applauds the commendable effort of Team ARTEE -BIKANER under the
leadership of Sh.Mukul Bhatnagar .
Unity Wins Always .

Long Live ARTEE
LONG LIVE ARTEE
ARTEE CENTRAL OFFICE.

